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What is it for?

Value Network Analysis (VNA) is a suitable tool for demonstrating and analysing (qualitatively)

the role of stakeholders in terms of values they exchange with other stakeholders in the social

innovation network (see Figure 1). VNA is most useful for social innovators and can be

beneficial for policymakers and social investors. It can be applied to the micro-, meso- and

macro-level. An optimal evaluation benefits from a comprehensive and integrated visualization

of all kinds of relationships which can arise among the involved actors and stakeholders.



How to use it?

Three types of analysis are proposed for conducting a complete VNA. These include exchange

analysis, value creation analysis, and impact analysis. Exchange analysis is concerned with the

investigation of the general pattern of the exchanges in the network, sufficient reciprocity,

existence of weak or inefficient links. Value creation analysis is the assessment of the value

increases that output from each party triggers for the other parties and how that value-

triggering party itself benefits from it. To improve this aspect in the value network of social

innovation, the evaluator shall look for opportunities to add or convert values across the

network of stakeholders. For a social innovation partner, this can for instance help you identify

opportunities through which it can improve the impact of the SI by dedicating more

volunteering capacities or creating intangible values which are more easily or more effectively

transformable to tangible values (e.g., providing more in-demand skills). Point A shows a

schematic form visualizing the value creation analysis. Impact analysis in VNA asks if an

involved party can create value from the received inputs. For a social innovation partner, this

can imply, for instance, that it shall seek ways to best exploit the inputs it is receiving from

other partners in the network, thereby improving the efficiency of the innovation network. Point

B shows a schematic form visualizing the impact analysis.
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Value Network Analysis

A. Schematic value outputs from a hypothetical role in a
value network

B. Schematic impact analysis showing value inputsfor a 
hypothetical role in a value network

Questions like the following can help to conduct the
analysis:

✓ Is there a coherent logic and flow to the way value moves 
through the system?

✓ Does the system have healthy exchange of both tangibles 
and intangibles, or is one type of exchange more dominant?
If so, why might that be?

✓ Is there an overall pattern of reciprocity? For example, is one
ofthe participants extending severalintangibles without
receiving a fairreturn?

✓ Are there missing or «dead» links, weak and ineffective
links, value «dead ends» or participant bottlenecks?

✓ Is the whole system being optimized, or are some
participants benefiting at the expense of others?

✓ How each input generates a responseor activity?

✓ How each input increases ordecreases tangible values?

✓ How each input increases ordecreases intangible values?The given questions in the box at the right can serve
also as risk analysis for the social innovation, where in
the ex-ante impact assessment one aims to mitigate
the risks as part of the endeavour to boost the impact.


